Molecular modeling of an active loop structure in lysozyme. Sequence effects or crystal packing?
The Val99-Gly 104 variable region in egg white lysozyme is part of the active site cleft and of the epitope recognized by some monoclonal antibodies. In general, this loop is found in a conformation inflected towards the active site (proximal conformational) such as in free hen lysozyme (HEL). But in a lysozyme such as Japanese quail's (JEL), the loop turns away from the active site cleft (distal conformation). In order to differentiate sequence effects from crystal packing, we generated and refined loop conformations for the 99-104 variable region in lysozyme, then estimated their relative conformational free energies. Some of the results indicate that (i) the flexibility of the 99-104 segment is much greater for HEL than for JEL sequences when unconstrained by the crystal lattice, (ii) for JEL, only distal structures are favored, while for HEL the states span the zone between proximal and distal regions, and (iii) epitopes elucidated from crystal structures may not always be conserved in solution. For the JEL loop, model building shows that an energy-costly distal to proximal transition appears necessary. Finally, analysis of available structural data indicates that changes of humidity, temperature and pressure on loop conformation are negligible.